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“They blew our expectations away with
great service and terrific food.
We expect it to become an institution...
...and it makes us hankering for quality Indian”
JUGERNAUTS | SYDNEY FOOD BLOG

When we say our food is 'award winning', we have some big awards!
The Australian Good Food Guides 'Chef Hats' are awarded following
careful deliberation and anonymous dining experiences. They adhere
to a mute 'Michelin' model of rating and are awarded for our food
alone. In addition to being Hatted, we're also the proud recipients of
the Reader's Choice award. The AGFG Readers' Choice Awards are
designed to give the Australian public the opportunity to vote for their
favourite establishments throughout the year.
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Manjits is the only Gold Licensed HACCP and HCA Indian catering
company in Australia.
Manjits is compliant with HACCP Australia, the leading food science
organisation, specialising in the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Points food safety methodology and its applications within the food and
related non-food industries. Our cuisine has also been given an Halal
certification, with all preparations compliant with Islamic law.
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four decades of
culinary nirvana
After 35 years of events management, Manjits Hospitality has remained one of
Australia’s leading event and catering companies, with the ability to transform
Indian cuisine into experiences and unforgettable moments that will inspire,
evoke, entertain and delight. Traditional curries are elevated with freshly
ground spices and time-tested family recipes, offer a unique, exotic
refuge from the daily grind. Each product in our range is
thoughtfully composed, and highlights only products
of top quality and unexpected divinity.
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MANJITS KITCHEN | HEAT AND SERVE

HEAT AND SERVE | CHICKEN, BEEF & LAMB
HEAT AND SERVE

DESCRIPTION

CODE

FORMAT

Butter Chicken

FBCCJW02500

2.5kg

Chicken Tikka Masala

FCTMJW02500

2.5kg

Mango Chicken

FMACJW02500

2.5kg

Chicken Korma

FCKCJW02500

2.5kg

Beef Vindaloo

FBVCJW02500

2.5kg

Lamb Roganjosh

FLRJJW02500

2.5kg

Chicken Vindaloo

FCVCJW05000

5kg

Kashmiri Chicken

FKCCJW05000

5kg

Chicken Kadi

FCBCJW05000

5kg

“With so many flavours in one mouthful,
it took us on a multi-sensory journey.
The meat (is) tender and the flavours
(are) simply divine.
Jess Rayner
The AU Review

HEAT AND SERVE | VEGETARIAN
DESCRIPTION

CODE

FORMAT

Mixed Vegetable Korma

FMVKJW02500

2.5kg

Eggplant & Potato

FEPCJW02500

2.5kg

Vegetable Tikka

FVTCJW02500

2.5kg

Chickpea & Spinach

FCSCJW02500

2.5kg

Daal Makhani Black

FDMBJW02500

2.5kg

Daal Green

FDGCJW02500

2.5kg

Palak Paneer

FPAPJW05000

5kg

Okra Masala

FOMCJW05000

5kg

Daal Yellow

FYDCJW05000

5kg

Paneer Makhani

FPAMJW05000

5kg

Malai Kofta

FMKCJW05000

5kg

Vegetable Jaal Frezi

FVJFJW05000

5kg

Cauliflower Pea Masala

FCPMJW05000

5kg

Channa Masala

FCHMJW05000

5kg

Palak Peas Masala

FPPMJW05000

5kg

Veg Channa Peas ( Tempered )

FVCPJW05000

5kg

Mattar Paneer

FMPCJW05000

5kg

“If you think Indian Food is only something you collect on
the way home in a plastic container, think again. Manjits has
taken the traditional and made it exquisite while maintaining
respect for the ingredients and the dishes you may know”
Spooning Australia
Top 10 AGFG Food Blogger

MANJITS HOSPITALITY | ENTREEs
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MANJITS HOSPITALITY | ENTREEs

OUR BUTTER CHICKEN
Tandoori Chicken, the parent dish of Butter
Chicken, was born 100 years ago in Gora
Bazaar in Peshawar, where a man named
Mokha Singh Lamba started a small
restaurant. The restaurant’s young chef
Kundan Lal Gujral decided to experiment
by skewering yoghurt marinated pieces
of chicken and sticking them into the
tandoor (which was previously used only
for breads). Thus, the incredibly popular,
ubiquitous tandoori chicken was born.
Cooked in the radiant heat of the clay
tandoor, fragrant and flavoured by the
smoke rising from the hot coals, the
version Gujral made—with crispy skin
and a recognizably bright red exterior—
became an enormous success until he was
forced to flee Pakistan during the 1947
Partition of India.

In his new home in Delhi, Gujral founded a
new restaurant, Moti Mahal, in Daryaganj.
The refrigeration facilities or lack of thereof
at that time led to Gujral having to innovate
again to avoid wastage, especially that of
the unsold tandoori tikkas.
He deduced that a tomato gravy, lush
in butter and cream, would soften his
leftover chicken and served it as such. The
combination proved to be a masterstroke
and thus, by accident or an act of genius,
the butter chicken was born.
The Gujral family grew and some moved
to Sydney Australia, where they opened
a small restaurant in Balmain that shared
the same name as the founder; Manjit, and
later expanded to corporate catering.

MANJITS KITCHEN | SAUCE AND SAMOSAS
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“With the divine fragrance of familiar Indian spices, (these
sauces) and aromatics have all been fused into one”
Coco and Vine | Top 10 AGFG Food Blogger

DESCRIPTION

CODE

FORMAT

Butter Chicken Sauce | Medium

FBCSJW05000

2.2kg

Butter Chicken Sauce | Large

FBCSJW02200

5kg

Tikka Masala Sauce | Medium

FTMSJW05000

2.2kg

Tikka Masala Sauce | Large

FTMSJW02200

5kg

Korma Sauce

FKOSJW05000

5kg

Roganjosh Sauce

FRJSJW05000

5kg

SAMOSAS
“While I tend to trawl menus looking for exotic dishes...at
Manjits, you’d do well to ignore my tactic and head straight
for the Indian menu stalwarts...”
Miss Dissent | Top 10 AGFG Food Blogger

DESCRIPTION

CODE

FORMAT

Mini Veg Samosa

FPVMJW00100

100 pieces

Cocktail Veg Samosa

FSVCJW00100

100 pieces

Large Veg Samosa

FSVLJW00030

30 pieces

Mini Lamb Samosa

FMICJW00100

100 pieces

Cocktail Lamb Samosa

FSMCJW00100

100 pieces

Large Lamb Samosa

FSMLJW00030

30 pieces

SAUCE & SAMOSAS

CURRY SAUCE
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MANJITS HOSPITALITY | RICE AND BREADS

MANJITS HOSPITALITY | RICE AND BREADS
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DESCRIPTION

CODE

FORMAT

Basmati Rice

FBARJW02500

2.5kg

Jasmine Rice

FJARJW02500

2.5kg

Naan Bread Slices

FNBSJW00001

200 Pieces

Plain Naan

FPLNJW00050

50 Pieces

Garlic Naan

FGLNJW00050

50 Pieces

Cheese Naan

FCHNJW00050

50 Pieces

Roti Bread

FROBJW00100

100 Pieces

Roti Parantha

FROPJW00100

100 Pieces

RICE & BREADS

RICE AND BREADS
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MANJITS HOSPITALITY | FINGER FOOD

FINGER FOOD

FINGER FOOD
DESCRIPTION

CODE

FORMAT

Pakora Eggplant

FPAEJW00100

100 Pieces

Pakora Spinach

FPSPJW00100

100 Pieces

Aloo Parantha

FALPJW00050

50 Pieces

Aloo Bonda

FABOJW00050

50 Pieces

Idli [ 40g ]

FIDLJW00100

100 Pieces

Onion Bhaji

FONBJW00100

100 Pieces

Uttapam

FUTTJW00100

100 Pieces

Sabudhana Cutlet

FSABJW00100

100 Pieces

Medu Vada

FMDVJW00100

100 Pieces

Veggies Cutlet

FVECJW00050

50 Pieces

Semolina Upma

FUPMJW05000

5kg

Sambahr Dhal

FSAMJW05000

5kg

Chicken Tikka Bites | Medium

FCTPJW01000

1kg

Chicken Tikka Bites | Large

FCTPJW01001

1kg

Paneer

FPANJW01000

1kg

Tandoori Marinade/paste

FTMCJW01000

1kg

Mixed Pickle

FMIPJW01000

1kg

MANJITS HOSPITALITY | DIPPING SAUCES
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DESCRIPTION

CODE

FORMAT

Chutney Coconut

FCOCJW05000

5kg

Chutney Sweet Mango

FSMCJW05000

5kg

Mint Raita Dipping Sauce

FMRSJW05000

5kg

Tamarind Dipping Sauce

FTDSJW05000

5kg

DIPPING SAUCE

DIPPING SAUCES
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DESSERTS
MANJITS HOSPITALITY | MAINS
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DESSERT

MANJITS
HOSPITALITY
| DESSERTS
MANJITS
HOSPITALITY
| MAINS

DESSERTS
DESCRIPTION

CODE

FORMAT

Gulab Jamun

FGJSJW01000

1kg

Rasgulla

FRASJW00100

1kg

Rice Kheer

FRSMJW05000

5kg

Vermicelli Kheer

FVEKJW05000

5kg
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MANJITS KITCHEN | PURCHASE TERMS

General Terms and Conditions
Manjits Kitchen is pleased to offer you these corporate products, which allows you to save
time and money while delivering quality to your customers. Placing an order with Manjits
Kitchen online indicates that you accept the following Terms & Conditions.
Account Details
You must ensure your account details are kept up to date. Any changes to your details
must be updated by contacting us to update personal details. Any error in delivery or
through transactions occurring due to incorrect details supplied will not be our responsibility.
Manjits Kitchen considers registration information private, the safekeeping of your account
details are your responsibility. We are not liable for any unauthorised use of your details.
Pricing
Manjits Kitchen is passionate about providing premium products at competitive prices.
Prices can and do change regularly. Our forms are constantly updated as price changes are
received from our suppliers. All of our prices are in Australian Dollars (AUD) and prices are
inclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST).
Product and Medical Disclaimer
On occassion, Not all of the products reflected in this catalogue will be available due to
seasonal or supplier influences.
While we do our best to ensure our information is correct and up to date we cannot take
responsibility for any inaccurate information or misrepresentation of materials in this
catalogue or in Manjits Kitchen flyers. Any medical advice is not intended to replace a oneon-one relationship with a health care professional therefore you should always ensure
you speak to your healthcare professional before making medical related decisions or
making changes to your diet.
Manjits Kitchen cannot warrant the accuracy of this information. We strongly advise you
do your own research on products you are purchasing and consuming. We strive to ensure
information is correct and up to date however; we take no responsibility for inaccurate
information provided.
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Allergen Alert
Although we take great care to separate and pack all products carefully, the food sold by
us may have been packed in a store or facility that contains allergens, traces of allergens
or bi-products of the following: peanuts, nuts, tree nuts, sesame seeds, seeds, soybeans
and soy products, egg, pollen and bee products, preservatives, gluten and cereals containing gluten, wheat, rye, barley oats, spelt, dairy, fish, crustacea, and other products that may
behave as allergens to certain people.
Also, where possible, we have tried to ascertain with our manufacturers that proper
segregation, hygiene and cleaning procedures are in place to prevent accidental crosscontamination. Unfortunately, these things are beyond our control as much as we try to
minimise them.
No allergen or nutritional information we offer should ever be considered a guarantee, but
simply a best faith effort to serve our customers.
Refund Policy
We strive to ensure all our customers are 100% satisfied with our products and service so
please let us know within 48 hours of receiving your order if you have received a damaged
product or incorrect item.
A photo must be provided for the damaged item/s. Proof of purchase must be shown in order to qualify for a full refund of the product. We may request the item be returned before
a refund or replacement has been issued on certain items and in some cases the cost of
freight of returning the item may be the customers responsibility.
We will always aim to refund the amount of the product or replace it in your next order
and are happy to resolve any issues with you.
Order Changes and Cancellations
Should you wish to change or cancel an order please contact us immediately and we will
try to rectify or cancel the order if possible.

We aim to have current pictures of our products in this catalogue and on flyers, however at
times, the picture of the goods may differ from the goods actually supplied to you.

As we strive to process orders quickly, there is only a brief period of time during which you
may change or cancel an order. All orders are automatically processed through our systems
and this process incurs irreversible fees. If you wish to cancel an order, a full refund will
be issued, minus any transaction and/or other applicable fees incurred by Manjits Kitchen
due to the cancellation of your order.

With respect to products sold on the site in no event shall Manjits Kitchen, its directors,
officers, employees and representatives be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential,
special, exemplary or other damages related to the products sold.

If you should make a mistake when ordering, please contact us immediately and if your
order has not been packed or dispatched we will always do our best to accommodate your
request.

Out of Stock Items
We do our best to make sure our pubblications reflect the products that are in stock, but
since stock levels are constantly changing and there may be unforeseen delays from suppliers, sometimes the product you order may not be available. If this is the case we will
contact you and offer an alternative or a refund on that particular product or ask you if
you wish to wait for your order to be sent once the product is received.

Exchanges
As we sell bulk food and most of our items are not conventionally packaged it is often hard
for us to offer you an exchange on an item. Please contact us and we will let you know if
there is anything we are able to do to assist you in your request.

We apologise if this happens and appreciate your understanding.
Missing Items
If an item is missing from your order and you have not been notified that it is out of stock
please notify us within 48 hours. You will need to email a copy or image of your invoice
for the funds to be credited to your account for your next purchase or before a full refund
is offered. Please ensure to check your order against the invoice as soon as your order
arrives.
We cannot issue refunds, replacements or store credits for items missing or damaged if
more than 48 hours has lapsed after your order was delivered.
Delivery
Anyone at the delivery address that receives the order will be presumed by Manjits Kitchen
to be authorised to receive the goods. Please ensure accurate delivery address is provided,
we do not take any responsibility for damage or loss of your order due providing the incorrect address.
As we use a third party courier company please understand that some issues regarding
delivery are out of our control. We cannot confirm exactly when your goods will arrive but
we strive to ensure our deliveries are dispatched promptly and will work with you and the
courier company where necessary to locate your goods if there is an issue.
Some of our products (like meats, cheeses etc.) are sensitive to weather. All our goods are
best kept in a cool, dark place. We cannot guarantee the state of the goods throughout the
freight process and if the order is not unpacked and stored correctly within a few hours.
We do not advise leaving your order outdoors for prolonged periods of time. If you are not
home to receive your order we are unable to take any responsibility for theft or spoilage.
All orders that leave no delivery instructions will be left at the front door or in the safest
place if no one is home to receive the order or if no one answers the door. We are unable
to take any responsibility for the loss or damage of your goods after it has been delivered
to your nominated address.
Please make a note in the delivery instructions/comments section if you would like to
physically sign for your package and we will ensure the driver will not leave your order until it has been signed for. Please note that if you request this service and no one is home
to sign for the order, we are unable to take responsibility for any items that have perished
as a result of being returned to the courier depot.
Manjits Kitchen assumes no responsibility or liability for any loss or damage occurring
by reason of delay or inability to deliver as a result of fire, floods, strikes, accidents, war,
embargoes, riot, or from any other cause which is unavoidable or beyond our reasonable
control and if delays from such causes do occur our delivery period shall be correspondingly extended.

You will be responsible for the cost of freight when sending back the goods you wish to
exchange.
Packaging
Manjits Kitchen is passionate about the environment. As we sell bulk food and goods
please be aware that most of our items are not conventionally packaged.
Our product bags and tubs have a tin-tie close, so no sticky tape is needed to seal the
bags. The packaging can be re-used for lunch boxes or storage before final compost. You
can reuse the tin-tie, bags or tubs in the kitchen.
Wherever possible we try to minimise waste and the use of plastic. However when sending
items across Australia it is also important that your goods arrive safely. When necessary we
also use a a compostable recycled cardboard ‘bubble’ wrap; products are then packed into
cardboard boxes made from recycled materials.
The majority of our deliveries are sent in a recyclable or reusable plastic container. This is
for safety, rather than having glass in the household.
By ordering through us, you agree to have us pack the goods the best way we see fit. We
are always striving to reduce our waste and footprint as well as continually improving the
way we do things.
Changes to Terms and Conditions
We may change our terms and conditions at any time and these will come into effect
immediately after pubblication. You agree to be bound by these changes in terms and
conditions and recommend you check them regularly to stay informed.

www.manjits.com.au

Manjits Wharf
10/49 Lime Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Manjits Balmain
360 Darling Street
Balmain NSW 2046

Manjits Hospitality
138-144 Majors Bay Rd
Concord NSW 2137

Manjits Corrimal
241 Princes Hwy
Corrimal NSW 2518

Manjits Wollongong
52 Crown Street
Wollongong NSW 2500
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